The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved by the Class Rules Sub-Committee to be effective 21 May 2014

**Rule C.9.1**

**Amendment:** Delete 1:1 and replace with 2:1 so the rule now reads as follows:

C.9.1 MAINTENANCE OF RIG

The following rigging may be replaced. The replacement parts or equipment may be obtained from any supplier:

- Running rigging, ropes and lashings
- Main Halyard and halyard securing device, maximum velocity ratio 2:1
- Wire rigging with the following restrictions on construction and sizes:
  - Shrouds – 1 x 19 construction stainless steel wire of 3mm dia
  - Forestay – 1 x 19 construction stainless steel wire of 3mm dia
  - Trapeze wires - 1 x 19 construction stainless steel wire of 2mm dia or synthetic rope of 2.5mm dia minimum.
- Spinnaker ratchet blocks
- Painter, safety lines, elastic and other supplied lines

END